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"Songs Of Leonard Cohen" (Columbia CS 9533) is not going to be his
greatest but it's sure going to kick off his entry into the recording business
in fine style. "Suzanne" has a sound you can almost touch, "Master Song"
makes Cohen greater than great and on and on to the capper "One Of Us
Cannot Be Wrong" and you find yourself completely high on a Cohen trip,
The backing is just great enough but never, never overshadowing the newest
and strongest trend - Cohen, Columbia's Bill Eaton has moved into high
gear in promoting this great Canadian talent,
In keeping with the Canadian habit, "Canadian Folk Songs (A Centennial
Collection)" (RCA Victor CS -100) is well worth a mention, Although it's a
giant sized package (9 LP's) it's well worth the $12.00 it's retailing for,
The package was produced jointly by RCA and the CBC's International
Service. Put out during the latter months of Centennial Year, the album
should become a much referred to bit of Canadiana. Singers include Helene
Baillargeon, Charles Jordan, Joyce Sullivan, Jacques Labrecque, Diane
Oxner, Tom Kines, Jean Price and others including Alan Mills who also
wrote the English notes and Raoul Roy, who wrote the French info.
Polydor Records, new on the Canadian scene, are proving themselves
good Canadian citizens and have gone out on a limb with Canadian talent,
Montrealer George Walker so impressed Polydor's George Exon that

With March 17 coming up Compo's Al Mair (voted "Top National Promotion
Man of the Year" RPM Poll) has done a bang up job of getting the Irish
Rover single "The Unicorn" (Decca 32254) off and moving up the CHUM
chart, Their album isn't doing too bad either. It's also titled "The Unicorn"
(written by Playboy's Shel Silverstein)
One of Montreal's top radio personalities, Pat Burns, who has the top
rated CKGM "Hot Line" show bows the record scene with a beautiful and
very sad eulogy on how he felt about the late John Kennedy. "My Kind Of
Guy - John F. Kennedy" (RCA Victor CC -1028) should be a welcome
addition for any record collector. The other side of the record is Burns'
interpretation of the Great Master who died on the cross. This is the kind
of an album that should be in the CAS series. It should be sold in every
supermarket and variety store in the nation,
The Festival Singers are one of the few semi-professional choirs in
existence, and they're Canadian. Capitol Records has released "The
Festival Singers Of Toronto" (Capitol TS 6258) with Elmer Iseler conducting.
The album was produced under a grant from the Centennial Commission and
so very well done acoustically, it was well worth the money spent. Side
one is Francis Poulenc's "Mass in G. Major" "Hodie Christus Natus Est"
and "Queen Vidistis Pastores", Side 2 has Harry Somers' "God The Master
Of This Scene"; Welford Russell's "Who Is At My Window, Who?" and
"Sharon Fragments" by John Beckwith. The album was recorded at St.
Anne's Anglican Church in Toronto with recording equipment supplied by
J -Mar Electronics. Producer was James Kent.
Middle of the road stations are apparently frightened that if "legislative
radio" should happen, they'd be at a loss for program material. The above
is only a portion of what has been made available in the past two weeks.

arrangements were made to send him off to Hamburg, Germany and a recording

U.S. RELEASE FOR STACCATOS - MARCH 4TH

session with one of the world's greatest arranger/producers, James Last.
A 57 piece orchestra and a chorus of 30 singers_later produced "James Last
Presents George Walker" (Polydor 184114) and 12 very exciting cuts
including Bacharach and David's "Alfie": and Last arrangements of the
traditional "Danny Boy" and "Plaisir D'Amour",

Jimi Hendrix Experience, Reprise recording group were set
for a capacity house at Toronto's Coliseum Feb 24th.

Ottawa: Dasanda Productions announces that "Walker Street" and "She
Fancies Herself A Lady" by The Staccatos is to be released in the U.S.
March 4th. News of a UK release is pending. The Staccatos are no longer
under an exclusive booking arrangement and can be booked through any
licenced agency.

First group to cut a video tape audition for MGM Records was
The Stampeders, who will release on MGM in the U.S.

Sunny & Peter have been making the coffee house and concert circuit of Ontario and gaining many new fans.
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New lineup at CKPT Peterborough has Peter Bennet from 6 to 9 AM;
Don Percy 9 AM to noon; Del Crary Noon to 3 PM; Scott Alexander 3 to
7 PM; Al Kingdon 7 to Midnight and Ian Cook all night,
Greg Stewart has taken over the rock show at CKNX in Wingham, Ontario (4 to 6 PM Mon-Fri & Sunday Afternoon 2-6 PM.) As well Greg has
introduced the "Up Tight" half hour TV bandstand to CKNX-TV
viewers, This show, seen each Monday at 5PM is picking up great
reaction from local schools. Greg is featuring one band, live, each month.
Groups interested in a shot on the tube should get in touch with Greg.
Also on tap for Wingham and area teeners is an all new Fab 40 Survey to
be distributed in record stores throughout the listening area.
Dave Lyman, program manager of CKXL Calgary,advises that the
Moffat Broadcasting Company has been awarded the broadcasting rights
for Western Conference professional football for the period from 1968
through 1970, Involved are all play-by-play broadcasts of the Winnipeg
Blue Bombers, Saskatchewan Roughriders, Edmonton Eskimos, Calgary
Stampeders and British Columbia Lions. Negotiations are also underway
to set up the broadcasting network in the 4 western provinces, results
of which will be announced later, The Winnipeg based Moffat Broadcasting
empire owns and operates CKY, AM and FM and CJAT-TV in Winnipeg;
CKXL, Calgary; and CKLG AM and FM in Vancouver; and is a partial
owner of CHED, Edmonton.
One of Canada's first FM stations to intregrate the best in rock and
folk with easy listening sounds is CKQS in Oshawa by way of the all
night show hosted by T.R. Glecoff. T.R. has found that his use of recordings by The Byrds, Beatles, Association, Gordon Lightfoot, Lovin' Spoonful and many others has created good reaction, not only in Oshawa but
among listeners in Toronto as well, including what appears to be a large
following from U of T and York University students, T.R. keeps in close
contact with his audience by taking dedications and requests on both the
Oshawa and Toronto telephone lines. Record companies should take note
of this new exposure outlet and send releases dilact to T.R. Glecoff, CKQS,
Oshawa, Ontario,
Changes at CJCH in Halifax, include Bill Czard, who takes over as
program director and Charles P. Rodney Chandler as their newest rock jock.
CKLG Vancouver has a new on -air personality line-up including: Roy
Hennessy 6 to 9 AM; Don Richards 9 AM to Noon; Terry Mulligan Noon to
3PM; Daryl "B" 3 to 6PM; Stevie Wonder 6 to 9PM; John Tanner 9 PM to
Midnight; and J.B. Shayne all night.
Norm Bright sends news from CFAR, Flin Flon, Manitoba, that this
10,000 watt station is available to recording groups and artists for total
promotion of their discs. All they have to do is send all available material
as well as the disc, Norm also mentions that a couple of local groups are
making news. The Viscounts are planning a name change and Chyldren of
Stone created much interest with their Feb 3 appearance in The Pas.
Gary Hart, one of Winnipeg's most popular radio personalities (CKRC)
is also chalking up good ratings as a writer of the scene for the local newspaper. An interesting article in Hart's "Happening" was the first "Band
Review" staged by Trans Continental Promotions. The idea was to show
the bands to the people who are most likely to book the groups. Hart also
lets his readers in on the existence of a new 'Peg group who call themselves Sugar N' Spice. Apparently the group have been practising behind
closed doors for months and are soon to make their record debut on the
Franklin label. The first discing of these five guys and three gals will be
"Not To Return" which was written and produced by Randy Bachman of the
famous 'Peg four, The Guess Who.
Ken Sebastian Singer, the "Psychedelic Banana" of CKOM in Saskatoon
has been running a "Psychedelic Valentine" promotion with his listeners
for the best four original Valentine cards. Prizes include a giant CKOM
valentine card (3' by 5'), albums and a couple pounds of bananas. Also from
Singer comes news of a local group The Great Flood who cut a record
session in Chicago and sold the master to a Toronto company. The release
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FROM OTTAWA

By Jim Bellshaw

-.6

"Baby the Rain Must Fall", and it fell on Glenn Yarbrough during an
Ottawa Winter Carnival concert recently, washing him off the stage.
The concert, co -sponsored by Algonquin College and Ottawa and
Carleton Universities, left the impression that their combined effort fitted
the old "too many kooks" moral, and what could have been a fast-moving
show sagged like a sway -backed horse.
First half of the concert was done by the Everly Brothers. The boys
started 20 minutes late, and although the songs they did were well done and
well-worn, the audience warmed to the shaggy -haired duo respectfully
enough.

But the Everlys' between songs presentation and patter is definitely
of the off -Main -Street calibre and their backup group, while among the best
in the business, seemed half-hearted and indifferent.
Highlight of the Everly part of the concert was "Dream" complete with
blue spotlight and rapt silence from the luke-warm audience. The brothers
then pushed off to a cocktail party leaving the imperturbable Glenn Yarbrough
holding the baby.
Right off the bat someone switched on a large noisy fan over the stage.

Glenn's pleadings to "turn that thing off" were ignored. And the stage,
which faced the audience across friendless ice in the Civic Centre, looked
like something borrowed from a funeral parlor.
But what turned the rain into a downpour for Glenn was a few illmannered, vociferous, boot -eared university students who didn't have the
sense to go away. While the students were having their fling, Everly fans
filed from the arena.
Security guards were slow to quell the noise, but quick to deny a
newsman an interview with the entertainers because he had mislaid his
press card. Only after some haggling did the reporter get in,
Glenn Yarbrough said later: "If I had known the Everly Brothers were
doing half the show I wouldn't have signed for the concert. We draw two
completely different types of audience,"
He prefers working with smaller audiences in smaller halls. " I like

to be close to them," he said.
But the Yarbrough cool warmed a little when he concluded that he had
cut the show by some four or five songs.
His backup group were exceptionally good and displayed the fine
musicianship that keeps Yarbrough relaxed on stage.
"Baby the Rain Must Fall" --but what kind of rain do you think Glenn
Yarbrough wished on that Ottawa audience?
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Toronto art critics and the press were recently given the opportunity
of previewing the film "Henry Moore" at the Cine City Theatre (Feb 18),
It was during a reception later at the Sobot Gallery 128 Cumberland Street,
that it was learned the film was a co-production of Canadians Stephen
Sobot and Julius Kohanyi under the banner of Sobany Productions.
The film was about 20 minutes in length and was taken in Moore's
English workshop with the world famous sculptur taking the leading role.
The film, in colour was exceedingly well done, with a good deal of camera
work concentrating on Moore's hands which caressed his works of art spotlighting the love aff air that Moore has with his work.
Moore narrates throughout the film and seemingly takes his audience
into his confidence. He prefers to work with plaster rather than with
plastics being that he can buff and modify with plaster much easier.
A spokesman for Sobany Productions advises that it is hoped to market
this film in schools and libraries across the nation but because of the
excellance of the film the production company will probably be approached
for television rights.
The use of shocking well done television spots has added a new come
on for movie goers. "Incident" now released for Canadian theatres is a

well done "NYPD" or "Naked City". The strong television ties comes
honestly being as director Larry Peerce has recently moved from television
to the movies, "Incident" takes place on the New York subway system,
where some pretty horrifying real life incidents have taken place. This is
a docu type film and all the players principles but only important for the
short time they appear, thus no credits.
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One of Canada's most northerly recording groups, The Midnight Angels,
from The Pas, in Manitoba, have just released their "Audio -Visual
Happening" single "I'm Sufferin" and "(I Wish) In The Moonlight" on the
Apex label. The promotion of this group will be kind of cute being as they
are more than 500 miles north of Winnipeg, and The Pas, up to now, has
only been famous for being the home of the worlds championship dog sled
races. But, The Midnight Angels could change all that. One big plus for
the Angels is they don't have any one radio station plugging for them. No
politics, just plain, well put together talent. I hope they don't move into a
larger centre. Audiences are much more receptive in smaller towns. You
might have to travel further and make a little less money, but the reward of
an appreciative audience is worth it.
Here's another agency that seems to be trying to do more for their
groups then collect a percentage, and strange as it may seem it's a
booking agency in Toronto name of Alvin Munch Talent Agency. Susan
Morgan, who bosses this new agency sends word that the Last Words
haven't broken up. In fact Bill Marion, who had a smash of a giant titled
"Flower Girl" (no one else seemed to think so) is the lead singer. The
group now features two drummers and should have a record release within
a few weeks. The Soul Searchers, another group now under the Munch
banner had a little organizing to do as well. Diane Brooks left the group
and Eric Mercury now headlines the act alone, making the Soul Searchers
an all male group. They, like the Last Words have reorganized their
routine and are now concentrating on presenting a compact show to their
audiences. Both groups are featured on a regular basis at the Penny
Farthing in Toronto's Village. The Soul Searchers every Sunday and the
Last Words on a weekly basis once or twice a month.
While we're on the subject of Hogtown here's news of one of the
local groups who are making it south of the border with appearances,
and at home with their record. E.G. Smith and The Power are appearing
for one week at the Electric Circus in New York and their Boo disc
"Keep On Running" is happening, in of all places, their own hometown.
At last Toronto has caught up with Canada's famous walled city of
Edmonton. They're not playing all the locally produced singles but they're
picking the odd one.
Bill Donnelly sends us news from Halifax that The Blues Magoos,
Left Banke, and Tommy James and The Shondells made an appearance for
two shows at the Queen Elizabeth Auditorium on Feb 2. The show was
sponsored by Dalhousie University and CJCH for the Dalhousie Winter
Carnival. Neil Diamond and The Toys were skedded for an appearance at
the Capitol Theatre Feb 11, This was also a double show and was
sponsored by St. Mary's University and CHNS radio for the (you guessed
it) St. Mary's Winter Carnival.
Ross Burchell has apparently scored as top teen radio personality in
Halifax. He is reported to have lost his weekend rock show at CHNS for
a restricted MOR show. Many Halifax teens were upset and have come
up with a hefty petition to get Burchell back in the groove. He is presently
doing the "Music Till Dawn" show. Early evening rockers in Halifax
are Eric MacEwan at CHNS and Charles F. Rodney Chandler at CJCH.
Jim Keith rocks all night at CJCH. Ken Neil, another CJCH popular
personalityhas left the port city for duties with CJON in St. John's
Newfoundland, Donnelly suggests we keep an eye and ear on The Friends
Of The Family, who are building up a large following in the Halifax area.

BY ARCHIE PROSCENIUM

"Transition In Folk" an experiment by Mimico, Ontario's Centennial
Library turned out to be a standing room only success. The two hour show
which was organized by Gordon McLennan featured Peter & Sunny, Eileen
Nelson, Mose Scarlett and the Five To Four On A Sunday. Seating capacity
for the total involvement presentation was posted as 250 but because of the
fantastic turnout regulations were bent a little and the audience allowed to
sit in the aisles. McLennan hopes to pursue this successful trend. Peter &
Sunny will be repeating their performance this weekend (24) at The Wrong
Side Coffee House in Burlington, Ontario.
"Spring Thaw" is successfully moving across the nation from east to
west. The following dates have been set:
Feb 29 - Mar 2 - McPherson Playhouse - Victoria, B.C.
- Community Centre - Kelowna, B.C.
Mar 4
- Secondary School - Kamloops, B.C.
Mar 5
- Jubilee - Calgary, Alta.
Mar 7
- Jubilee - Edmonton, Alta.
Mar 8
- Community Centre - Red Deer, Alta.
Mar 9
- Towne - Medicine Hat, Alta.
Mar 11
Mar 12 - Mar 14- Capitol - Regina, Sask.
Mar 15 - Mar 16- Capitol - Saskatoon, Sask.
- High School - Dryden, Ont.
Mar 18
- Cambrian College - Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Mar 20
- Empire - Sudbury, Ont.
Mar 21
- Opera House - Orillia, Ont.
Mar 22
- Collegiate - Owen Sound, Ont.
Mar 23
- John Ross Collegiate - Guelph, Ont.
Mar 25
Mar 26 - Mar 27- Collegiate Institute - Niagara Falls, Ont.
Mar 28

Brenton Wood, one of the friendliest and grooviest performers in the
record industry today, comes up with his second album titled "Baby You
Got It" (Double -Shot). The Oogum Boogum Man comes through with some
funky rhythm and blues originals including his two recent hits, "Baby You
Got It" and "Gimme Little Sign".
Brenton creates a soulful mood on "Two Time Loser." In this selection
his voice is doubled at a high, falsetto range, as done on "Gimme Little
Sign". He's adept at hitting the high notes and it sounds like he's got a
girl teaming with him, but it's only the talented voice of Brenton Wood.
He also tries his hand at something a little different --a talking, singing
combination on "Me and You". It's quite effective. The song is very simple
but the words are worth paying close attention to. It'll take no time for
the album to move up the charts.
Sometimes you wonder how an album gets its title. But with The Love's
"Forever Changes" (Elektra) there's a simple explanation. Each of their
three albums have seen some personnel changes within the group. There
were only five members of Love when the first album was made --the group
grew to seven at the time of the second album --and now they're back to
five.

Even with the many changes The Love's sound is still as professional
as ever. The group has a good rock beat and soloist, Arthur Lee, adds the
perfect touch with a mellow voice. Lee's solo on "And More Again", a
ballad -type, is quite a switch from his usual rough style but equals it
quality -wise.

Mitch Ryder combines two oldies, "Personality" and "Chantilly Lace"
to make it a smash single (Dynavoice)...Jon & Robin and The In Crowd
return with a catchy tune, "Dr. Jon (The Medicine Man)" on Abnak...
Warner Bros. -Seven Arts Records will release all of its products in stereo
only...The McCoys (of "Fever" fame) are now signed with Mercury Records.
Their first record for the label will be released soon...Jack Good, Shindig's
creator and producer, vacated his post at ABC T.V. and announced that he
was leaving to produce a rhythm and blues version of Shakespeare's Otello,
starring Jerry Lee Lewis and featuring The Blossoms. The show will be
called "Catch My Soul" and will be the first rock treatment of a Shakespeare tragedy. It's to open March 5 at the newly built Los Angeles Music
Center. This I have to see!... Lou Adler's Ode Records is releasing a debut
album by a new group, The Spirit. If the press release that states "that the
group creates the music yesterday, today and tomorrow" is correct, then
we're in for a treat...lan and Sylvia have a busy schedule in Febuary.They'll
be appearing at The Ryerson Institute in Toronto on the 15th and then move
south to S. Hadley and Worchester Massachusetts for two concerts.
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News regarding the legitimate and musical theatre should be forwarded to Mr. Archie
Proscenium, in care of the RPM Weekly publication.
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THE AWARD WINNING

LEONARD COHEN
The winner of RPM's poll for
"The Top Folk Singer Of The Year"
came somewhat as a surprise being
that Leonard Cohen has only come to
the attention of our readers over the
past six months. But Montreal born
Cohen has become somewhat of a
Canadian phenomenan.
Cohen's move to front row centre

came about as a poet and author first.
His two novels "The Favourite Game"
and "Beautiful Losers" are both in
their second printing, and sale of
"Beautiful Losers" is reported to have
already passed the 300,000 mark. He
has also issued four volumes of poetry:
"Spice Box Of Earth", "Let Us
Compare Mythologies", "Flowers For
Hitler", and "Parasites Of Heaven".
Cohen became the toast of the literary
world. Of "Beautiful Losers", Eliot
Fremont -Smith of the New York Times,

wrote "Gorgeously written. Because
its author is no fraud, 'Beautiful

Losers' has a certain power". Hullabaloo
Magazine raved "He has published four
volumes of poetry and two novels, one
of which 'The Beautiful Losers' (Bantam)
is the kind of book which changes your

life - like 'Catcher in the Rye.' "

Cohen even broke the barrier of national
apathy. Irving Layton of the Montreal
Star wrote "To speak the brutal truth,
his name in literary circles brings
smiles to all around as if at the mention
of some faded beauty whose grimacings
betray her ignorance of her real condition
.....Cohen who is without doubt the
most promising young writer in this
country today, whose work both in
fiction and poetry has aroused international interest and acclaim."
That's Cohen the poet and author.
But what about Cohen "The Top Folk
Singer Of The Year"? Being a poet and
author (Cohen is a vocal orator) does
not necessarily make your talents

acceptable as a singer, as a matter of

His mass appeal is limited but none -the -

fact Cohen will probably admit that
other known singing greats can do much
more justice to his writings, vocally,
than he. Artists who have recorded Cohen
compositions, like Leon Bibb, Judy
Collins, Chad Mitchell, The Stormy
Clovers, Spanky And Our Gang, and
probably the most popular, Noel Harrison,
who, as it turned out, was a natural for

less he will become a success and his
will be a lasting success. Columbia
Record's issuance of "Songs Of

Cohen's "Suzanne". Cohen's secret is
perhaps his ability to be an effective

singer. To become a Cohen fan is
extremely difficult. He does border on
boredom, in a world moving too fast
to listen, but if one is willing to spend
some time with Cohen, on disc, they
will come face to face with a very
clever builder of mild hysteria, who
leans methodically, but practically on
the bible. Cohen could be referred to
as being a revolutionary intellect. He
will not become an overnight success.

Leonard Cohen" (CS 9533) is a masterpiece of the Cohen effectiveness as a
spellbinder. The 10 selections have
superb unknown backing, giving all
importance to that inoffensive, yet
thought provoking Cohen presence.
McLunanism or McKuenism (Rod

that is) but not Dylanism is appropos for
Cohen. He allows his listeners to form
their own ideals from his "scripture".

He does give them a choice. His

expressions of love are neither corny
nor vulgar. Leonard Cohen could become the next Messiah of the music
industry. A cult might form around him
in Canada like it has for Gordon Lightfoot and a few other Canadian performers.
Yes, he could happen......first in
Canada.

